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AI IN FINANCE SUMMIT
250 +
ATTENDEES

2 DAYS

12+ HOURS OF
NETWORKING

6
EXHIBITORS

4 INTERACTIVE
WORKSHOPS

JOB ROLES
Data Scientists & Engineers
CXOS & founders
Students & Academics
Investors/VCs
Other

14 EXPERT
INTERVIEWS

COMPANY SIZE
2 - 10
51 - 100
501 - 1000
10001 +

11 - 50
101 - 500
1001 - 10000

45 +
SPEAKERS

5
SPONSORS

LOCATION
USA
Canada
UK
Other

A NOTE FROM THE FOUNDER
This summit saw us bring the first US edition of
the AI in Finance Summit to New York, building
on previous successful European and Asian
editions.
It was an honour to have such influential financial
institutions like the World Bank, Morgan Stanley,
Credit Suisse and Bank of New York Mellon share
their latest applications of Machine Learning and
AI. The event also welcomed emerging startups,
and we heard some fascinating research and
applications from the likes of FinBrain
Technologies, ID R&D and Aiera, as well as
world leading academic leaders from NYU,
Columbia University and Carnegie Mellon
University.

As well as the main track agenda of the latest
technical advancements and applications,
attendees had the opportunity to take part in
interactive practical workshops, exploring in
depth case studies and business insights and
learnings.
Our events continue in Toronto this October 25
- 26 for the Deep Learning Summit and the AI
for Government Summit, as well as the Women
in AI Dinner on October 23. We hope to see you
there!
Nikita Johnson
CEO & Founder
RE•WORK

ATTENDEE FEEDBACK
We're excited to be at this amazing
conference focusing on advances in AI &
machine learning tools and techniques
from the world's leading innovators
across industry, research and the financial
sector!
Catherine Flax, Pefin

I have been following Igor Halperin's
research for a while and I'm very
interested to hear him speak today. This
is a great opportunity.
Rajan Subramanian, Bank of
New York Mellon

Learning how Aiera are making AI
'‘explain itself: by identifying most
informative elements using RNN and
LSTM was fascinating.
Sam Lee, Zeroone AI

I thoroughly enjoyed learning from Yaron
Golgher and Lipa Roitman from I Know
First and hearing how they utilise chaos
theory and AI for selecting investments.
Neha Chanu,University of
Pittsburgh
It was great to look at AI in FinServe, but
also AI in government so learning about
the crossover was interesting.
Dave Jones, Nuexo

This is a great conference, and I'm very
excited to be here.
Francis Lin, Bank of New York
Mellon
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Peggy Tsai
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Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management

Peter Brodsky
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Chris Wallace
Associate
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Yibei McDermott
Data Scientist
Deutsche Bank
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Jimmi Shah
Executive Director
J.P. Morgan

Teal Willingham
General Manager
NYU Future Labs

Cristian Homescu
Director, Portfolio Analytics
Bank of America Merrill
Lynch

Roxana Geambasu
Associate Professor
Columbia University

Toby Simpson
CTO & Co-Founder
Fetch.AI

Laura McKiernan Boylan
Algorithmic Underwriting
Haven Life

PRESENTATION HIGHLIGHTS
There are nine killer applications of digital
technology in general insurance, and there are
several Deep Learning practices in insurance:
here, there are three major applications.
These are centered around speech, text and
NLP.
Yuanyuan Liu, AIG
Deep neural networks deliver exceptional
performance on tasks including credit fraud
detection, malware classification, but we must
not forget that it is incredibly easy to fool DNN’s.
Roxana Geambasu,
Columbia University
Most chatbots today are not robust, and fail in
most cases as they cannot deal with the infinite
capacity of language. National Bank of Canada
are using Rasa Stack, an open source model to
build the chatbot to overcome this.
Eric Charton, National
Band of Canada
Bias Variance can help you save time and cost.
Data is not cheap. You need to pay a lot of
money to train your algorithms.
Francis Z Lin, BNY Mellon

There is a real opportunity to use technology
to streamline the life insurance experience.
Life insurance companies have a huge amount
of data, a lot of this is on paper however. We
have invested a lot in digitizing data efforts.
Laura McKirnan Boylan,
Haven Life
When considering auditing machine learning,
it is important that we look at it holistically,
collaborating with different teams over an
organisation. One tool that Capital One has
developed is an “unsupervised learning data
exploration environment”, in the face of
audit’s problem of having lots of data in
different places.
Andrew Clark, Capital One

AGENDA OVERVIEW: DAY 1
TRADITION VS. NEW TECH: THE
CHANGING FACE OF FINANCE

We would like to solve current NLP concerns
before scaling to other regions; it's still
necessary to have a human in the loop.
Ambika Sukla, Morgan Stanley
AI IN ENTERPRISE

Our goal is to automate office work to help
companies and government institutions across
the globe, reducing their bureaucratic burden
on them and their customers.
Peter Brodsky, HyperScience

ALGORITHMIC TRADING & STOCK
MARKET PREDICTION

The historical correlation between past
algorithm predictions and actual market
movement for each asset is the key to identify
and
focus
on the most
predictable markets and
DEEP
LEARNING
& ROBOTICS
securities, enhancing the overall performance
Yaron Golgher & Lipa Roitman, I Know First
REGULATION & PRIVACY
PANEL: Assessing The Regulatory Hurdle:
AI in Finance

AI TOOLS & TECHNIQUES IN FINANCE

Deep neural networks deliver exceptional
performance on tasks including credit fraud
detection, malware classification
Roxana Geambasu, Columbia University
SMART LEDGERS: THE INTELLIGENT
ECONOMY

We must ask the question, is it just statistical
analysis or AI? In everyday life is is
sometimes hard to detect
Toby Simpson, Fetch.AI
NLP & FRAUD DETECTION

Just because you have labels doesn’t mean
you automatically choose supervised learning.
To overcome data sparsity, we chose the
Global Vectors for Word Representation
(GLoVe) algorithm.
Yvonne Li, FINRA

The main problem when considering
regulating AI is due to the fact that there is no
AI rulebook, there is no law on AI.
Peggy Tsai, Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management

AGENDA OVERVIEW: DAY 2
STARTUP SESSION

THE FUTURE OF AI IN FINANCE

There is a trade off between network
complexity, accuracy and time constraint.
Ahmet Salim Bilgin, FinBrain Technologies

Everything is data. It’s All data. It's all in the air
somewhere. It’s not possible to be in a winter
of AI because there's constantly new data.
Manuela Veloso, J.P Morgan Chase & Co.

Authentication is traditionally the worst part of
the user experience, which we are solving at ID
R&D. We use AI as we have found this it
greatly enhances the biometric algorithms.
Alexey Khitrov, ID R&D
AI APPLICATIONS IN FINANCE

When you don’t win, all you are told is that you
have lost. Katana has integrated information
from across the financial markets to build up a
picture of how traders are doing under all
circumstances to provide a more complete
picture of how the market is performing.
Santiago Braje & Alexander De Souza, ING
Wholesale Bank
DECISION MAKING & AI

For all investors, robo-advising reduces – but
does not fully eliminate – pervasive behavioral
biases such as the disposition effect, trend
chasing, and the rank effect, and increases
attention based on online account logins.
Alberto Rossi, University of Maryland
AI & DEVELOPMENT

The World Bank is a development organization
meaning that it works primarily to help middleand low-income countries. Right now it invests
a lot in people, especially programs that help
women, as well as in climate and
sustainability.
Anton Prokopyev, The World Bank

PANEL: FinTech & The Traditional Banking
Sector: Bridging the Gap

I see FinTech companies as true partners who
help J.P. Morgan solve our business problems,
be more creative and be more diverse.
Jimmi Shah, J.P Morgan
Once, relationships between startups and
financial institutions was originally thought to
be one of competition, when in fact there is
this beautiful friendship that is clearly
evolving in many different ways.
Elena Mesropyan, MEDICI

WORKSHOPS

At the AI in Finance Summit, we ran workshops
presenting attendees with the opportunity to learn
from experts on a more intimate level with sessions
suitable for all levels.

New to AI in Finance? Time to Ask Q’s!
This interactive session was lead by AI experts to
provide the opportunity to ask any questions
regarding the current technological landscape;
key investors; applications in the financial
enterprise; integration challenges; and what
potentials AI holds for the financial future.

Data Governance Strategy to Support
Machine Learning
This session discussed the fundamentals of data
governance as the role of data shifts from
compliance towards getting business insights to
make informed decisions. At Morgan Stanley
Wealth Management, the quality of data is
integral to the results of the machine learning
models.
Peggy Tsai, Morgan Stanley

Investor Panel & Networking Session
We brought together investors to share their
industry insights and tips, followed by an
interactive networking session to meet the panel
and ask those burning questions!

The Next Move? A Discussion on Supervised
Machine Learning Model Selection
Francis Lin welcome a discussion on how to
optimally pick an appropriate supervised
learning model, and shared some insights into
making use of bias-variance tradeoff and
learning curve of a previous model.
Francis Z Lin, Bank of New York Mellon

These workshops included interactive hands-on
discussions, networking opportunities, panel
discussions, and Q&As all led by industry experts
and leading researchers.

INTERVIEWS & PODCASTS
As well has hosting events, RE•WORK has a
catalogue of online resources with White Papers,
video interviews, our blog, and the Women in AI
podcast. At each event, we chat with speakers
and industry experts who share their expertise.

We’re always open to new collaborations and
love hearing from attendees and speakers alike.
If you are working on something you think would
be valuable to our content hub, don’t hesitate to
get in touch with Yaz: yhow@re-work.co.

Anton Prokopyev, Data
Scientist, The World Bank

Mark Weber, Researcher, MIT-IBM
Watson AI Lab

The most common barrier to trade is a tariff - a
tax on imports. Anton spoke with Synced
about how he’s applying AI to international
trade to automatically identify non-tariff
measures in government documents.

Mark spoke about his work in intelligent finance
for integral human flourishing. He explained that
finance is too synonomized with Wall Street,
even though it’s a fundamental aspect of
everyday life for all people. They’re. using AI to
present exciting opportunities for change.

Laura McKiernan Boylan, Algorithmic
Underwriting, Haven Life

Yaron Golgher & Lipa
Roitman, I Know First

Laura joined us on the Women in AI Podcast to
discuss her work in life insurance at Haven Life,
as well as her career, from an undergraduate
degree in Applied Mathematics, to her work in
AI and finance.

Co-Founders of the AI-Wealth Tech company
spoke with us in an interview surrounding the
journey of their company over the past 8 years.
We learned about their development of selflearning forecasting algorithms.

Toby Simpson, CTO &
Co-Founder, Fetch.AI

Yvionne Li, Director
Data Scientist, FINRA

With over a quarter of a century experience in
software architecture, Toby spoke about his
previous work at DeepMind and his current
work in their approaches to machine learning
and decentralised algorithms.

Yvonne Li spoke on the podcast about her
work in the New York Stock Exchange and her
career from her background in Computer
Science through to her work in JPMorgan
Chase through to her current work in Fraud
Detection.

WHAT’S NEXT?
Video presentations will soon be available online and you
can register here, or to upgrade to access the Deep
Learning Summit. On our video hub we also have extensive
playlists from our past events.

Subscribe to the Women in AI Podcast to hear the latest
episodes and learn from influential women working in AI.

READ MORE
Andrew Clark,
ML Security

Ahmet Salim,
Interview

Yaron Golgher,
Stock Predictions

UPCOMING EVENTS
TORONTO, OCTOBER 23 - 26, ’18
Women in AI Dinner, 23
Deep Learning Summit, 25 - 26
AI for Government Summit, 25 - 26

BOSTON, MAY 22 - 23, ‘19
Deep Learning Summit
Deep Learning for Robotics Summit

LONDON, NOVEMBER 20, ’18
Women in AI in Healthcare Dinner

SAN FRANCISCO, JUNE 20 - 21, ‘19
AI For Good Summit
Applied AI Summit

HOUSTON, NOVEMBER 27 - 30, ‘18
Women in AI Dinner, 27
Applied AI Summit , 29 - 30
Machine Learning for DevOps Summit, 29 - 30

LONDON, SEPTEMBER 19 - 20, ’19
AI in Retail & Advertising Summit
Deep Learning Summit
Deep Learning in Finance Summit

MONTREAL, DECEMBER 4, ’18
Women in AI Dinner, 4

MONTREAL, OCTOBER 22 - 25, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 22
Deep Learning Summit, 24 - 25

SAN FRANCISCO, JANUARY 22 - 25, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 22
Deep Learning Summit (multi-track), 24 - 25

View our complete calendar of events, and register now for upcoming summits here. For ticket
enquiries, contact John: john@re-work.co
Want to contribute to our online or live event content? Email Yaz: yhow@re-work.co

